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IEVA INTRODUCES THE TIME.C SMARTWATCH
DESIGNED TO SLOW THE SIGNS OF AGING
AND THE PASSAGE OF TIME WHILE AIDING
CLIMATE RESEARCH
Latest “environmentable” improves health, beauty, well-being and the understanding
of climate issues by monitoring the environmental stresses exposed during everyday
lives and providing personalized advice
IEVA, a company at the forefront of beauty tech and the climate movement, has today introduced its
latest “environmentable,” the Time.C smartwatch. Going way beyond a traditional health and activity
tracker, Time.C monitors personal health statistics as well as environmental factors impacting health,
well-being and beauty. It then simultaneously educates users with product suggestions and strategies
to combat the signs of aging and overall health, all while incentivizing users to share their ecological data
with scientists to better understand climate change.
Priced from $490 ($850 for the luxury version) and available in Q2 2020, Time.C joins IEVA’s existing
connected environmental tracking multi-wear jewelry line for men and women called Twin.C. All devices
by IEVA boast sleek French craftsmanship and are made from high-end materials. This evolution is
delivered in a new smartwatch form factor and can detect activity and heart rate as well as environmental
variants such as sun exposure, pollution, temperature, noise levels and humidity. It utilizes the data it
collects to provide actionable insights as well as dietary and skincare and haircare product suggestions to
combat the negative effects of environmental stresses.
The accompanying IEVA app for both product lines processes data for the benefit of both the individual
user and society. Individuals receive personalized recommendations ranging from diet tips to skin and
hair care product suggestions to beat bad hair days and reduce the signs of aging. IEVA-aggregated,
crowdsourced data is delivered free to scientists and meteorological centers to help deepen the
understanding of climate change and refine forecasts and models for the benefit of all.

« We passionately believe understanding climate change and
protecting the planet is everyone’s responsibility.” Said Jean Michael
Karam, Chairman and Founder of IEVA. “By creating stylish
products that show the impact of environmental factors on multiple
aspects of our daily lives, we are motivating people to become more
aware of their habitat and change their behavior for the better.
Time-C is the latest extension of our mission combining avant-garde
design with an array of sensors that continually deliver empowering
information to users.”».

The Watch That Watches Over You
A classic analogy timepiece featuring an elegant French design and technology and Swiss made watch
mechanism, IEVA Time.C is packed with sophisticated sensors measuring a range of environmental and
health data points. These include:
• Ambient temperature
• Ambient humidity
• Sun exposure (UVA, UVB and UV index readings)
• Ambient luminosity
• Ambient noise
• Indoor and outdoor pollution levels
with CO2 and Volatile Organic Compound (VOCs) sensors emended within the watch
and location-based pollution data (fine particles, ozone, carbon monoxide...) pulled from sources
such as the EU Copernicus Programme

• Physical activity
including steps, sleep and the automatic detection of multiple sports through AI

• Heart Rate
These factors specifically and accumulatively affect multiple areas of health,
mental wellness and beauty. They range from wrinkles, skin damage and
the inner and outer effects of aging, to fatigue, heart conditions, hair damage,
pulmonary issues and cognitive function.
The Time.C display has a luxury feel with a 316L stainless steel case, sapphire
crystal dial and brass dynamic hands. Data can be seen at a glance on the watch
and in detail on the IEVA app (iOS and Android). Its various measurements
are listed around the parameter of the dial face and users can glimpse readings
through a simple one-touch toggle function. They select the measurement
they wish to see by pressing the watch button. The minute hand selects the
desired parameter and the hour hand expresses the level against a low-to-high
scale. Time.C has a battery life of up to 5 days for use outdoors and up to
24 hours when used inside. It comes with a charging station that allows it to sit
and continually monitor indoor air quality levels even when not being worn.

Eye on the time and eye on the environment
Detailed real-time and historical data can be viewed in-depth within the app.
It provides analysis of each of the health and ecological readings as wells as
personalized recommendations and tips based on a user’s own environment.
With content curated by leading experts, each day it serves up educational
articles, tips and insights on the beauty, health, nutrition, well-being and
lifestyle. Content is customized based on the user’s data and personal
surroundings.
With daily knowledge of how the environment is influencing health, wellness
and beauty the IEVA experience is designed to motivate people to wear and
care – increasing the awareness and appreciation they have of the planet
around them and their role in its preservation.
Whether, anticipating air quality before an evening run or assessing UV levels
before deciding to dine outside, IEVA also provides predictive information that
allows users to make proactive choices.

Beauty Marketplace Powering Environmental Research
As well as tips, advice and historical data, the IEVA app also connects to a beauty and well-being marketplace
offering specific nutrition, haircare and skincare products most beneficial to a users’ habitats and environment.
Both reactive and predictive, these suggested products can help users keep their hair frizz-free in humidity,
protect their skin during harsh summers or even ensure that skin is hydrated throughout the year.
Time.C and Twin.C users receive “wear and share” discounts on products in the marketplace. The more
they use their device and share their aggregated data with researchers and the scientific community,
the more they can save.
Currently products are available on the marketplace include cosmetic brands IOMA, Made With Care
and Elénature and nutrition brand CinqSans. Additional products will be added during 2020.

Availability
Initially available in classic steel and rose gold, Time.C will be available at www.ieva.io in Q2 2020 with
prices starting at $490 and $850 for the luxury Version. The Twin.C line is currently on sale and is available
in multiple variants and with multiple accessories with prices starting at $149. For more information visit www.
ieva.io.

ABOUT IEVA
Launched in September 2016, by a team of leaders across personalized beauty, health and sensor
development, IEVA is a company at the forefront of beauty tech and the climate movement.
The company’s founder, Jean Michel Karam, built a successful career in beauty and technology through
starting and leading personalized skincare brand, IOMA, as well as micro-electromechanical systems provider,
MEMSCAP. This work led to the launch of IEVA, which creates wearables that provide people with
the necessary insights into their environment, routines and habits to help them better understand the impact
of their surrounding and also form the proper skincare and wellness routines to best fit them. In addition
to providing people with personalized insights and beauty recommendations based on their environments,
IEVA’s product range was also created to offer scientists and environmentalists’ unique data on local
environments and how they are changing over time.

“Take care of you
Contribute to the future of the Planet,
Join the IEVA movement“

Live the IEVA experience!
Download the IEVA app on
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